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6880 gives
users better
online results
Its power supply is virtually uninter
ruptible. It has a data back-up and
recovery feature so that critical
information can be saved in case of a

Thisphotograph ran over the Associated Press Wire Service to newspapers
throughout the United States. More than 45 newspapers across 30 states have

printed the photo, which reached a total circulation of 6,300,000 people.
Memorex's Thelma Akers, an assembler in LDDD, is pictured looking through a
stack of completed voice coils to be installed in disk storage devices. The
components are called voice coils because of theirsimilarityto woofers used in
home stereo systems.

Rookie players bring in successes
Rookie success has frequently been a
part of the professional sports arena.
Running back Marcus Allen of the
Raiders made headlines when he was

named "Rookie of the Year" by the
National Football League in 1982.
John McEnroe won major tennis
tournaments his first year out of college
and jockey Steve Cauthen rode Affirmed
to win the Triple Crown, an impressive
accomplishment for a newcomer to horse
racing.
The Memorex sales force also has had

communications equipment to a new
account. After getting the lead from Bud
Sherman, a media sales representative,
Henry used all the resources he could
find to win the account.

"I must have talked to everyone in
Santa Clara and a good portion of the
field to win this account," Henry said.
"Sam Spadafora (vice president, Sales
Operations) came out here and met with
the account, and so did Laura Ikel

power failure. In short, Memorex's new
6880 Solid State disk storage subsystem
improves the overall performance of the
computer system when users are working
online with the main processor.
"Online services currently take up 90
percent of the prime time workloads for
most medium- to large-scale computer
systems," said Chuck Standerfer, Solid
State marketing manager, "and the
demand for online services is growing at
an annual rate of at least 30 percent. If
the computer system cannot process the
information coming in and going out fast
enough, the result is Input/Output (I/O)
bottlenecks. The 6880 eliminates this."

The 6880 significantly improves the I/O
service time for IBM and compatible
mainframe computers. Because it has a
higher performance and speed level than
the 3680 disk drive, for example, the 6880
can be used for such things as providing
access to a data base or library, where
speed is needed to search through
lengthy files for requested information.
"The 6880 also is a cost-effective

alternative to upgrading a central
processing unit (CPU)," Standerfer said.
"By using the 6880, customers can get
more out of their existing CPU, thereby
delaying the need for a new, more
powerful processor. Since IBM
concentrates on selling CPUs, it does

(Communications branch manager) from
Dallas. It was really unbelievable the

not offer a solid state device."

number of people that contributed to this

information at least 14.25 times faster
than an IBM 3350 disk drive. Because

successful rookies, including Jeff Henry,
who joined Memorex in February, and Jim

sale."

Barlow, who came to Memorex in March.
Henry, a dedicated communications

Some of the other contributors include:
Communications Product Driver. Jim

sales representative in the Cleveland
branch, lit up the scoreboard recently
by selling more than $500,000 of

Timmons; Systems Engineer. Bob Baker;
Branch Manager, Randy Demont;

Continued on page 4
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The 6880 can give access to

of this speed, the 6880 narrows the
performance gap between today's
high-performance processors and
conventional storage devices. It

Continued on page 2

